Law Essay Assessment

Title of Assignment:__________________________________________

This essay: /24

Structure:
WEAK---------------------------------------------------------------STRONG
No organization of ideas clear, logical order to ideas

Grammar:
WEAK---------------------------------------------------------------STRONG
Meaning is unclear few if any errors; do not impede flow or understanding of ideas

Command of language:
WEAK---------------------------------------------------------------STRONG
Basic vocabulary, poor use of legal terms strong, legally relevant vocabulary
Short, simplistic sentences sophistication in sentence structure
Lack of transitions/poor flow easy, logical flow of ideas/concepts

Strength of ideas & insight:
WEAK---------------------------------------------------------------STRONG
No position/argument deep understanding of thesis
Lack of focus/details thesis expands the topic
tExcessive description details chosen fully support argument
Poor analysis clear analysis, obvious understanding

Citations/Referencing:
WEAK---------------------------------------------------------------STRONG
No incorporation into text references seamlessly incorporated into text
No interpretation of references references well interpreted in context
Poor connection to topic/thesis references completely relevant

Bibliography:
WEAK---------------------------------------------------------------STRONG
MLA/APA style not evident MLA/APA style followed closely
Not alphabetized or categorized carefully alphabetized & categorized